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Sadeempc Crack Magicdraw Uml 17 58Here’s a fascinating and
immediate consequence of human-caused global warming — a loss of
two square miles of Arctic sea ice today. That’s already caused a loss
of two months of Arctic sea ice since 2007. And this loss of sea ice is
just a tiny fraction of what’s ahead for the Arctic. Via various major

scientific studies, we already know that our planet is expected to lose
40 percent of the ice in the Arctic by 2050 — and an average of 2.3

meters of ice during this time period. If we continue doing what we’re
doing now, we can expect to lose almost 30% of the ice by 2080. No

doubt, we’ll face some water challenges for which we’ll need to
prepare. But it’s increasingly clear that if we ignore the climate crisis
and continue spending trillions of dollars to prevent it, we’re going to
soon face a devastating human-caused global climate change crisis.
Scientists tell us there are more than 1,400 polar and ocean glaciers
that will be lost to the world’s oceans if greenhouse gas emissions

continue to go unchecked. This is the future we face. This is the time
we have left to turn things around. And this is why you and I can’t
afford to ignore the climate crisis. This opinion piece was originally
published by The Guardian. Sign up for InsideClimate News Weekly

Our stories. Your inbox. Every weekend. Help us keep this site free for
all It's only $5 a month to keep this site running consistently, and it’s

free to get in on the action. How can you pitch in to keep science
media free and open?The unemployment rate in the United States fell
to its lowest level in nearly 50 years, but the labor force participation
rate — the share of working-age Americans who are either employed

or looking for a job — remains near a 50-year low. According to
figures released this week by the Labor Department, the nation’s

unemployment rate fell to 4.8% last month, down from 5.1% in May,
and well below the 5.7% hit in March 2009 as the nation grappled

with the deepest economic downturn since the Great Depression. But
the unemployment rate, which is based on the number of people in

the labor force who 6d1f23a050
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